हम चाहें तो अपने आत्मविश्वास और मेहनत के बल पर अपना भाग्य खुद लिख सकते है
और अगर हमको अपना भाग्य लिखना नहीं आता तो परिस्थितियां हमारा भाग्य लिख देंगी.
India needs to push for a new deal

- It must reopen the discussion on balancing the global intellectual property system with development.
- Over the past 20 years, the American strategy has been a neat one: to pursue bilateral agreements with individual countries one by one to ensure stronger IP protection across markets, by sidestepping the multilateral regime.
- Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) embodied an international regulatory regime for the first time, in 1995.
- Largest research and development labs
- India, the fate of its pharmaceutical + software sectors
- **Doha Development Round** or **Doha Development Agenda (DDA)**-> objective was to lower trade barriers around the world, and thus facilitate increased global trade.
Narendra Modi-> Students convention for forgetting the significance of 1893.
Swami Vivekananda delivered his famous speech to World Parliament of Religions-Chicago.
Prime Minister has himself either forgotten or is unaware of an important and, today, very relevant boast at the start of Swami Vivekananda’s speech.
In a critical sentence he said: “I am proud to belong to a nation which has sheltered the persecuted and the refugees of all religions and all nations of the earth.”
Unfortunately, that sentiment is not reflected in the government’s affidavit on the Rohingya presented to the Supreme Court on Monday-> National security
I am against deporting them.
Do they pose a threat to security?
Do they affect public tranquillity(शांति)?
Unless we have a cogent evidence against them, we should not deport them.
Continue...

1) Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army - connections with Hafiz Saeed and al-Qaeda
- Unjust to view all Rohingya as potential terrorists.
- This argument should lead to the government viewing all Kashmiris as terrorists!

2) Rohingya are carrying out hawala transactions is nothing but an insult to their poor.

3) Rohingya will indulge in violence against Buddhists in India is simply bizarre (विचित्र - funny).
- Supreme Court now has an opportunity to uphold India's self-respect and honour.
The iPhone’s facial recognition software is great news for security.

But what does it portend for the future of privacy?

If an iPhone user unlocks the phone, on an average 80 times a day, as an Apple executive reportedly revealed to the media last April.

With Face ID, which Apple will introduce in its upcoming iPhone X as a replacement to Touch ID.

Unique facial map by projecting 30,000 invisible dots onto your face.

Apple is supremely confident when it says: “

- Put on glasses.
- Wear a hat.
- Grow a beard.

Your friends might not recognise you—> But iPhone X will.

Face recognition technologies are becoming that mainstream.
‘Faces of Facebook

When three technologies – face recognition, cloud computing, and online social networks – come together.

They found that it was possible to, through a mobile app that they developed, to figure out someone’s personal data from their face in real time.

Supreme Court’s privacy judgment on Section 377

Aadhaar case?— linked to social benefit schemes

Supreme Court’s national anthem judgment and

The Madras High Court’s Vande Matram judgment?

Sedition-> ‘Pakistan Zindabad!’... that’s not sedition.

‘Bharat Murdabad!’ in itself is not sedition.

But if someone says, ‘Bharat ke tukde kar do’,
Suu Kyi promises to resettle ‘verified’ Rohingya refugees

Myanmar’s de facto leader Aung San Suu Kyi pledged on Tuesday to hold rights violators to account over the Rohingya crisis but refused to blame the country’s Army, as the U.N. Secretary-General demanded an end to the military campaign and a better deal for the Muslim minority.
Trump vows to ‘destroy’ North Korea

U.S. President Donald Trump on Tuesday vowed to “totally destroy” North Korea unless Pyongyang backs down from its nuclear challenge, mocking North Korean leader Kim Jong-un as a “rocket man” on a suicide mission.
Tamil Nadu government insisted on Tuesday that the Supreme Court itself should finally appoint an authority and frame a scheme for sharing and management of Cauvery river waters among Tamil Nadu, Karnataka, Kerala and Puducherry, and Not leave the responsibility to the Centre.
Continue...
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Wait ends: Garba artists perform a full dress rehearsal in Ahmedabad on Monday, ahead of the Navratri festival that begins on September 21. • VJAY SOME II
DATA POINT
The deluge and after
More than 1 lakh lives have been lost in India due to floods since 1953, according to government figures.

In 1977, more than 10,000 people lost their lives in Andhra Pradesh in the floods that followed the super-cyclonic storm, Diviseema.

Source: Lok Sabha answers | Note: * 2017 data as of August 3
Page-10- Rijiju now says Chakmas can’t be given citizenship

Days after Union Minister Kiren Rijiju said the government would honour the 2015 Supreme Court order on granting citizenship to Chakma-Hajong-Buddhists and Hindu refugees from undivided Pakistan, he made an about-turn on Tuesday saying the “apex court’s order was not implementable”.

The two communities came to India in the 1960s from the Chittagong Hill area (in present day Bangladesh) fearing religious persecution.

Chakmas are settled in Arunachal Pradesh since 1964.
Page-12- India calls for a representative UN

India has extended support to efforts of U.S. President Donald Trump to reform the UN, saying it should include the expansion of the number of permanent and non-permanent members of the world body to keep pace with the changed times.

U.S. President Donald Trump’s daughter and advisor Ivanka Trump on Tuesday met External Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj.

They discussed women’s entrepreneurship and workforce development in their countries.
The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India on Wednesday slashed mobile termination charges (MTC) by 57% to 6 paise per minute with effect from October 1, in a move that is likely to lead to a reduction in call rates.

The regulator added that these charges would be completely done away with January 1, 2020 onwards.
India has the third-largest reserves of coal in the world. Therefore, the expectation is that there is also a high potential for coal bed methane (CBM),

The problem so far has been a lack of investor interest, which should now recover due to the new Open Acreage Licensing Policy (OALP) introduced by the government.

“Generally, the new policy of OALP and HELP (Hydrocarbon Exploration and Licensing Policy) should help,
U.S. defence firms want grip on technology in Make-in-India plan

U.S. defence firms offering to set up production lines in India to win deals worth billions of dollars want stronger assurances they won’t have to part with proprietary technology, according to a business lobby group’s letter to India’s defence minister.

These companies are also saying they shouldn’t be held liable for defects in products manufactured in collaboration with local partners under Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Make-in-India’s drive to build a military industrial base.

Technology transfer is at the heart of domestic industrial base and cut a reliance on imports that has made India the world’s biggest arms importer in recent years.
Anti defection Law -> 52nd Constitution Amendment Act- 1985-> 10th Schedule.

Extremists-> Lal Bal Pal
Bal - Bal Gangadhar Tilak -> Lal - Lala Lajpat Roy-> Pal - Bipin Chandra Pal

Creamy Layer Limit-> Rs. 6 lakh to Rs. 8 lakh.

Kabini Dam" is built on "Kabini River" - Karnataka.
"Learning is priceless"

"A candle loses nothing by lighting another candle"
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